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ABSTRACT

An assessment method for fish without age-based data is presented. The method is
tested on cod (Gadus morhua in Icelandic waters) and applied to a long-lived species of
redfish (Sebastes marinus) in the East Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe area. The method utilizes
survey indices and length distributions from survey and catch data. Test results show that
although the estimation of initial conditions is problematic, the model adequately
reproduces subsequent relative levels of recruitment, biomass and fishing mortality. The
method appears to be adequate for use with redfish species which have considerable
contrasts in the data sets of abundance and length distributions but considerable care needs
to be exercised in its use due to the confounding of various variables when only survey
indices and length distributions are used for assessments.
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Introduction

Assessments of redfish tend to be problematic in liell of their longevity, the
lack of adequate age readings and various problems associated with stock
identification. Thus, although ICES assessments for Division Va were at times age
based (NWWG 1992 and ACFM 1992), such methods were later abandoned in light of
the lack of reliability of age readings and inconsistency of those compared to
information on recruitment variability based on length distributions (NWWG 1995). In
recent years these methods have been replaced by CPUE-based methods (NWWG
1997) which give some indications of the relative state of the stock.

In addition to the assessment work, parallel work has been initiated by ICES
methods groups on the development and evaluation of methods for assessing fish
stocks with varying levels of available data (MWG 1995).

This paper describes results from testing and applying one such model, which
eombines information from different sources into a single objective function. In order
to test the model, it is fir-st applied to eod (Gadlls morhlla) in Icelandie waters, where
there is a detailed and robust age-based assessment available for eomparative purposes.

Data sets

The following describes in detail the ayailable data for golden redfish, S.
marill11S, which is the primary target of the assessment procedure. Analogous data
sets for eod, used for testing the procedure, will be described in passing.

Landings data

Landings data are taken in accordance to official statistic as reported to the
Icelandic Directorate of Fisheries for cod but for S. marill11S data from the NWWG
were used since catches of S. marbZllS and S. melltella are combined in official statistic.
The division of catches between those two species are therefore based on indirect
methods using log-books and sampIes taken by the Marine Research Institute.
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Length distributions

Survey

The Icelandic groundfish survey (p.Hsson et al.1989) includes length
measurements of cod and S. marinus. The survey was planned with a special attention
to cod and haddock and therefore some important distribution areas of other stocks
may not be well covered. However, the survey seems to reflect the status of many
other stocks and is used for that purpose (see MRI 1997a) .

The resulting length distributions for S. marinus for the period 1985-1997 are
given in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. S. Marinus in div. Va. Survey length distributions.
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Figure 2. leeland eod. Survey length distributions.
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Length distributions for both species indicate that recruitment is highly variable.
A large yearclass constitutes a clear, consistent peak in the length distributions. It
appears, therefore, that it should be possible to use the length distributions to elucidate
a recruitment signal. For cod, the indices of one year fish from the survey have shown
to be reliable estimate of stock size as 3 year old fish as backcalculated form the VPA.

For redfish in particular, peaks in the length distributions seem to indicate a
relatively strong 1985 and 1990 yearclasses, which is first seen as 1 year old and is
clearly seen in several subsequent years. However, between the~e abundant
yearclasses there appear to be years with almost no recruitment.

These data also indicate that this redfish species is a slow growing species, with
annual growth of approximately 2-2.5 cm per year after the first year. It also seerns
that annual growth from 0 group to 2 year old is variable, where the 1990 year dass
has approximate 1 cm greater average length than e.g. the 1985 yearclass.

Age determinations

No reliable age determinations exist at present for the redfish stock but
preliminary indications from otolith age readings are that the age distribution in the
fishable stock includes roughly 9-20 year old fish (unpub!. data). Age determinations
are available for cod, but will not be used directly in this paper. In stead the results
from age-based assessments will be used for comparative purposes when testing the
present assessment procedure.
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Figure 3. Von Bertalanffy curve for redfish along with data.
Also assumed in the fitting process is that the length at aga
10 is 32 cm and at age 50 to be 55 cm.

It is not at all clear
how this growth should be
interpolated but the Von
Bertalanffy growth function (
Lo*( l_e<-Kl.(t-tO»» can be fitted to the peaks for the 1985 and 1991 yearclasses, resulting
in the parameters estimates given in the table and fitted curve shown in Fig. 3.

In spite of the lack of age determinations
distributions that a reasonable
growth model should provide
predicted length at age in the
vicinity of 7-8 cm at age 1,
with increments of
approximately 2-2.5 cm per
year for the following 5 years.
Also, from existing
(unpublished) age readings
data, it seerns that a 30-35 cm
redfish can be 10-12 year old,
which indicates an average
growth of approximately 2.4
cm annually from age 1.
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As a further step, growth constants could in principle be estimated as apart of
the model.

Length-weight relationship

The length-weight relationship w=al13 where estimated, based on all available
data for the period 1990-1996, both from from survey and catch data. The coefficients
are estimated as a=0.01064 and ß=3.0893.

Survey abundance data

Figura 4. Stratification for calculation of survey abundance.
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The length distribution of numbers caught in the groundfish survey is integrated
for each station separately in order to obtain groundfish survey biomass measure, Usy

for each year, y and
station, s (MRI 1997
b). In the process,
the length
distributions are
weighted with the
commercial selection
pattern so that these
indices correspond to
a fishable biomass
measure by station.
In effect the selection
pattern for the
survey is assumed to
be constant over the
fishable sizes of
redfish and a simple
integration
procedure is used to
come up with a
measure of fishable
biomass at each station. The resulting abundance by station is then integrated across
stations by assuming each station to reflect a specified area. This results in a survey
index describing the relative fishable biomass per year.

•
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Themodel

% selection

Figura 5. Selection patterns assumed.

As usual, denote by Nay the population numbers at age a at the beginning of
year y, Fay the fishing mortality rate affecting fish of age a in year y and let M denote
the natural mortality rate, assumed constant across years and ages. The basic stock
equations are as usual
given by Na+I,y+I=Nayexp(-
Zay) where Zay=Fay+M
denotes the total mortality
rate.
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Let Ry denote the
recruitment in year y, so
that for the first age group,
a=O, Noy:::Ry. If it is
assumed that the
population at the start of
exploitation is a virgin
stock which has had
constant recruitment, Ro,
for a number of years, then
the stock size in the initial
year is given by
Na,o=Roexp(-aM) since a
yearclass of age a is
assumed to have been
originally of constant size
Ro, but subsequently reduced by a constant natural mortality for a years.

For a stock which does not start out at a virgin level, M in the previous
equation needs to be replaced with an assumption of an average total mortality up to
the given age. This certainly applies to the cod examples. If this is not used, the initial
stock biomass levels will be much to high for a stock such as the cod.

Length at age and weight at length are given in the preceding sections. For a
given fishing mortality pattern und stock numbers, this data can be used to predict
landings.

In order to relate landings in tonnes to an overall average fishing mortality, a
selection pattern needs tobe assumed or estimated. For the sake of parsimony, a
simple model for the selection pattern is taken as length based, with the relative
selection at length I given with SI =1I(1+exp(-Kc*(l-Lcso»). In this equation LC

so
denotes the length at 50% selection. Naturally, KC and Lcso are unknown parameters
in this equation and need to be estimated or assumed.

•

Given this selection pattern and Iength at age, the fishing mortality at age is
given by Fay:::FySla where la is the length at age a.

Similarly, a survey selection pattern, SSI =I/(l+exp(-Ks*(I-Lsso») can be
defined in order to link the total numbers at age to the numbers observed in the survey.
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For given values of annual recruitment, Ry, the fishing mortality rate in each
year, Fy, natural mortality, M, selection parameters, KC and Lcso, it is clear that a
complete stock projection can be made for all years. Adding the length-weight
relationship allows for the prediction of landings in each years. Conversely, given the
landings, the fishing mortality in each year is determined, leaving only the selection
parameters, recruitment and natural mortality undetermined.

Natural mortality will in all cases be taken to be fixed at a predetermined value.

Different assumptions can now be used to complete the estimation or
prediction of stock sizes. A simple model is to assume constant recruitment
throughöut and to estimate this average recruitment level base4 e.g. on the trend in
survey abundance. Alternatively, survey length distributions could be used to estimate
the relative abundance of the different yearclasses.

Some important additional model components include the fishable biomass
given by By=kaWaSaNay and the predicted catch given by the catch equation so that the
landings are given byYy=kawaFySaNay(l-exp(-Zay»/Zay.

Linking the model to data

Given the above population model, a set of assumed recruitment levels will
result in a fishable biomass trajectory, By. Any CPUE series can in principle be linked
to this trajectory through a simple catchability model. However, it is considerably
more interesting to link survey data to the model. This can be either done by setting
up a survey selection pattern, SSt =lI(l+exp(-Ks*(l-Ls

so») and using this selection
pattcrn to generate a "survey biomass": BSy=ktwtSStNty which links directly to the total
abundance data from the survey or by generating an index of fishable biomass from thc
survey. The latter approach has been taken in this paper. Hence, the model is uscd to
generate a fish"able biomass based on BCy=LtWtSCtNty where SCt =lI(l+exp(-Kc*(l
Lcso») is the selection pattern for the commercial fishery.

The survey abundancc index of the fishable biomass, Uy, is assumed to be "
linked to the population biomass through a catchability, so that Uy=qBy.

On log-scale this implies that In(Uy)=ln(q)+ln(By) and it is therefore clear that
under the assumption of lognormal errors, the catchability will always be estimated
through In(q)=(lfI'):Eyln(U/By) where T denotes the total number of survey years.
Hence the estimation of catchability does not require any special minimisation. This
results in a natural definition of the sum of squared errors for the abundance series:
DU=ka(ln(Uy)-ln(qBy)i.

Although a log-transform is often used in this fashion, the initial model will be
taken without the log-transform. In this case the definition of the sum of squared
errors for the abundance scries bccomes DU=ka(Uy-qBy)2 where the point estimate of q
is now :EyU/LBy.

Adding the growth model and assuming that all fish in each age group have the
same length results in a certain population length distribution for each year. These
length distributions can be based on thc survcy by using the numbers SSaNay in length
group la or based on thc landings by using the numbers SCaNay in thc length group.
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Initial values

It should be noted that all applications of the method have yielded results
where OY=O. It should also be noted that using an arbitrary set of growth eurves,
selection pattern and recruitment levels is highly likely to lead to spurious results.

•
Parameter Initial

"alue
"onU 10 -0.60

K 0.07
L.. 56.7

Suncy sei KS 0.1
L S

50 25
Comm.scl KC 10

LC
so 31

Nat. mort. M 0.05

The model is started with a set of
default vulues for all components. This
includes the estimated von Dertalanffy and
assumed selection parameters mentioned
above.

Naturally, assurning these discrete steps in the modeled growth curve may
result in a rather bizarre histogram. Several approaches can be taken to alleviate this
problem. For example, the cumulative distribution function (e.d.f., D1yg) can be used
and compared with the empirical distribution function (e.d.f., E1yg) bused on the survey
(g=S) or eommercial (g=C) length distributions for each year (y). The actual
eomparison can then be based on the integrated squared difference:OL=Llyg(Olyg-Elyg)2
where the summation is based on a fixed set of integer length values eneompassing the
observed measurements for each data set. This one possibility of several for
eomparing e.d.f. 's, whereas several such possibilities exist (the Cramer von Mises
statistic, Anderson-Darling statistic erc., cf. Durbin, 1973)

An alternative approach is to use a smoother to smooth the steps in the lengtl~
distribution. In this ease it is possible to eompare direct1y the length distributions (i.e.
the probability density function, p.d.f.) rather than the cumulative version. The
smoother is taken here simply as a description of a Gaussian distribution of each age
group around its mean length, i.e. a parameter is used to describe the standard
deviation of the population length distribution in each age group. Oetails of how the •
p.d.f. is linked to the model can make a considerable difference to the results.
Examples of measures of the differenee between a modeled p.dJ. and data are
discussed e.g. by MacDonald and Pitcher (1979) in the context of length
measurements and by McGullagh and NeIder (1989) in the more general context of
generalized linear models.

Examples of measures of difference include for example DL=Llyg(Plyg_7t\yg)2 and
DL=Llyg(Plyg_7tlyg)2 I7tlyg(1-7tlyg), where p and 1t denote the obscrvcd and true (i.e. model)
proportions, respectively.

Finally, it is possible that certain model parameter values will result in
population trajectories which cannot sustain the historieal catches. Thus there is a
further error term defined by the difference between the observed cateh (yo) and
modeled catch (yM), given e.g. by DY=Ly(lnVOy-lnyMy)2.

The total error to be made as small as possible is now given by D= OU+DL+OY,
although in some cases weights may be attached to each eomponent.



Model testing
Flgure 6. Iceland cod. Fitted stock trajectory along with survey data.
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The stock
abundance trend along
with the fitted stock
trajectory is given in Fig. 6. It is seen that the observed decline is tracked overall,
although the individual years can of course deviate somewhat.

The model was
applied to the Icelandic
cod (Gadlls morhlla)
for comparison with
the standard methods
of. estimating the state
of the stock. The input
parameters
corresponding to those
used for the redfish
were defined as shown
in the textable above.
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In this figure, the future projections of the stock are given with a very low
fishing mortality of
around FO.1 or about 0.2.
Hence the projected
stock size is seen to Figure 7. Cod recruitment as estimated tram redtish model and VPA

(1996 assessment).
increase dramatically.

The recruitment
estimates as obtained
from applying the redfish
model and from the 1996
NWWG report are given
in Fig. 7. It is seen that
the new method gives the
same overall trend,
although the level is a bit
off.
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This conclusion
depends somewhat on the
time period considered.
Notably, there are
restrictive assumptions on the first year and the yearclasses which are not observed
from age lonwards are very poorly estimated.
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Application to S. marinus

A sequence of models were fit to different subsets of the S. marill11S data. In
order to verify the estimability and consistency of different parameters, the initial
model (0) consists simply of fixing all parameters at default values and only estimating
a single average recruitment level. In order to avoid confounding due to growth model
specifications and selection in the catches, the first runs are based on the length
distributions for redfish below 25cm along with the survey index.

Some special attention has to be given to the weighting factors for e.g. the
length distributions of juveniles etc. It is clear that if the fulllength distribution is used
as a minimization criterion, then an error in the growth function for the oldest fish may
adversely affect mortality and recruitment estimates, since the abundance of old fish is
a function of all these factors. Therefore, while emphasizing recruitment (and fixing
growth), only the recruiting portion of the length distribution is used, Further, the two
components of the sum of squared error (SSE), i.e. from the length distribution und
the survey distribution are scaled so that the give (roughly) the same contribution to
the overall SSE.

A sequence of more complex models are now estimated, starting from a single
recruitment level (0), then considering three different recruitment levels, one for the
initial stock, one level for the typical (poor) yearclass and a multiplier to describe how
much larger the good 1980, 1985 and 1990 yearclasses are compared to the low ones.
Model (2) then goes on to estimate each yearclass separately.

The following table shows the results from these 3 estimations. It is seen that
the largest single SSE-decrease is observed in the length distributions when going from
a single average recruitment level to 3 levels. It is also seen that there is much less
pronounced SSE decrease when going to estimating each recruiting yearclass
separately.

labia 2. Sums of squares and some parameter values.

•

•
Model

o
1
2
3
4

SSE(L)

517
89
78

262
57

SSE(U)

8104
6765
4529
1622
6955

AvgR

188
83
83
110
81

muIt
1

2.7

low

188
57

equil

188
245
252

recruitment

Average reer only
3 reeruitment levels
All rees estimated

Heavywtto U
HeavywttoL

The last two lines in the table provide the summary of results obtained when
the length and index information is given unequal weight (each is multiplied by 100).
It is dear that each term can be made much smaller than in the equal-weights case, and
this is particularly true of the survey index.

Taken at face value this seems to indicate that the two criteria, lengths and
indices, are giving contradictory indications as to what the point estimates should be.
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Figure 8. S. marinus recruitment at age 1 as estimated by the
model

A more realistic interpretation is, however, that model misspecification or lack of
model flexibility does not allow both criteria to be minimized well enough
simuItaneously.

It would therefore seem clear that there is information in each data set which
can be used to provide some more flexibility in the model than is already used. In
particular it may be possible to estimate some growth parameters (possibly some
annual variation in these), or even the standard deviation of length at age.

On the other hand it is
also clear that it is highly
dubious whether this model
can really be used to estimate
every single yearclass strength.
The reason for this is that the
length distributions do not
really provide the
discriminatory power needed
to decide whether e.g. the
1980 yearclass is large and
surrounding ones are weak or
whether e.g. the 1978 and
1981 yearclasses are above
average and the 1980 yearclass
is weak. The data does,
however, have the power to
detect that there is stronger
recruitment sometime around
1980 than is the norm.

In principle the
different models can be compared using F-tests, or even X2-tests. It is not at all clear,
however, what the various degrees of freedom should be in such comparisons.
Although the survey index SSE may reasonably be assumed to have degrees of
freedom equal to the number of years, the same is not true of the contribution from the
length distributions nor of the sum of these two components.
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Discussion

The preliminary results presented here indicate that it is feasible to use an age·
based population model to estimate population sizes for fairly long-lived fish stocks
using only length-based and aggregated abundance data. Validations of the model
indicate that the results for cod are fairly consistent with VPA results, but the method
can also be used in the case where there are no age-readings available and such data
are not used in the model.

Further work should concentrate on completing the model definition,
particularly the optimization criteria. The model should then be used for estimation in
such a fashion as to obtain point estimates for estimable quantities but quantities which
are hard to estimate should be left at assumed levels.

It is quite likely that the inclusion of Bayesian priors would enhance the
estimation procedure considerably, particularly since this automatically resolves some
of the finer estimation details in a consistent fashion.

More immediate future work should include detailed tests of the effects of
different definitions of the sums of squared errors as weIl as the possibility of
estimating more parameters.
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